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ral฀habitats฀ (areas฀which฀ support฀ the฀ largest฀number฀of฀animal฀and฀plant฀ species)฀and฀
































































WHOLE฀ -฀OBSERVATION฀OF฀TRENDS฀AND฀ IDEAS฀ FOR฀PROMISING฀METHODS฀
FOR฀THE฀FUTURE












The฀ importance฀ of฀ international฀ cooperation฀ in฀ protecting฀ the฀ natural฀ environment฀
across฀the฀Alpine฀area฀as฀a฀whole฀has฀been฀recognised฀and฀acted฀upon฀since฀the฀1980s.฀






























































































































One฀of฀ the฀most฀ important฀current฀projects฀ in฀ the฀Alps฀on฀this฀ theme฀ is฀ the฀ECON-
NECT฀project,฀a฀project฀of฀the฀EU’s฀ETC฀Alpine฀Space฀Programme,฀which฀is฀aimed฀at฀































































      
 

